Worksheet 7. Vocabulary practice

Complete the sentences with the correct word from the word pool.

aside       beat       boil       dissolve       flour     gradually
grease     mix       rid       roll       spread       sprinkle

1. You can ___________________________ peanut butter and jelly on two pieces of bread to make a nice sandwich.

2. The children didn’t like their new teacher right away, but ___________________________ they learned to love her.

3. A ball will _______________________________ when you kick it, but a large rock will not.

4. When you _______________________________ yellow paint with blue paint, you get green paint.

5. Put some sugar in your hot coffee. The sugar will ___________________________

6. A fire can start in a kitchen if hot _______________________________ drops on the stove.

7. Water will _______________________________ at 212 degrees Fahrenheit (100 degrees Celsius).

8. Let’s get _______________________________ of all the junk in the garage. We’ll clean it out on Saturday.

9. Take a little rest. Put your work _______________________________ and finish it later.

10. Those flowers need a little water every day. You can _______________________________ them with water from a watering can.